The coming Demon Alien Invasion & The Power in My Name Jesus
February 9, 2021 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare (heartdwellers.org)
(Clare) Lord, please give us the courage to conquer our fears, as well as the necessary information
to leave behind for our children... Amen.
As I have mentioned before, the Lord has been very insistent that we think about the rapture, and
that, of course, throws so many things into question. I am learning to let go and to rest in Him.
This is not easy for someone who likes to know what is going on, but what is going on is the
covering and protection of the Lord, and right now He is asking us to rest in Him, while considering
the rapture, and the implications of it coming soon.
I realized, there is still more work to be done, more that I want to do, and if He does give us more
time, I am really dedicated to applying myself to leave more behind for those He does not take. In
fact, He has been asking Ezekiel to pray for those who will be left behind, and to pray for those
souls who are not saved and might get caught in the conflagration of a terrible war. For the most
part He has been giving us His peace and telling us that what is going on right now in our country is
under His control. He is the Lord after all, the Lord of America and the Lord of the world, and He is
with the administration that has made so many good changes.
Recently I‘ve gotten wind about creatures from other planets and from outer space that will be
landing on our planet and causing havoc, and, of course, that definitely gave me a pause for
thought, and it was a little bit scary. Well, Jesus put my head over His heart and held me tightly, as
if He had to, I was clinging to Him for dear life. I have recently been reminded of the utter evil that
shall invade and terrorize the earth, such as a demon alien invasion, where they actually eat
people. And I know it is true that they do eat people. Jesus began...
(Jesus) “These are things I never ever wanted to talk with you about. Yet they are inevitable. There
will be events of such magnitude that the whole world will be paralyzed in wonder and fear. Yes,
even to the point where some hearts will stop beating.”
(Clare) Jesus, this is more horrible than anything I can imagine, except Hell. He replied...
(Jesus) "Yes, a literal Hell on earth. There is much I want to tell you, but you must give Me time, a
lot of Time. This is a start, but I need more time from you, Clare. That is why I have been trying to
draw you away from the affairs of the world, so I could speak to you of these things and prepare
the hearts that must go through this.
"First and foremost, I will be with them in miraculous ways. These times will call for miracles and
the shortening of time or there will be no survivors. These miracles will be of such significance that
even those in Heaven will miss being involved in them. They are every Christian's dream.
“Fearful times, such fearful times…Yet, in the Name of Jesus, all can be overcome. That is the
point. No one is without recourse, but they must open their eyes to Who I Am and receive Me as
their Savior and Protector. That is partly the purpose for what will befall the Earth.

“Beloved Clare, these things are so very dark and ugly, they are not how I wish to spend My time
with My Bride. But I know they are weighing heavily on your mind, and that is why I will address
them now.
"Nibiru, as I have told you before, is one of the carriers of these things, it is a demonically infested
planet. Time and space are nothing to these creatures, for they are inter-dimensional, meaning
that they go from place to place through dimensions, not as you envision travelling to the moon
for instance, but thinking it and being there almost simultaneously.
“Yes, portals have been opened. Man, in his arrogance, has opened what I closed for his own
safety, and now he will live and die with the consequences. But this has been allowed.
“What is so sad to Me is that My Name, when a believer uses it, takes the place of the most
powerful weapons, but the people have been conditioned to think that religion has no place in
warfare; a grave mistake, and much to their own detriment. They have no idea of the power of My
Angels, the power to stop a bullet or even a missile. The world has conditioned them and stripped
them of spiritual weapons, which are actually inter-dimensional, when used the proper way.
Remember, these invading creatures are also inter-dimensional.
“In other words, you must have a real relationship with Me in order to use My Name to combat
the enemy, as the example written in Acts 19:13-17 portrays. (Please read this passage in your
Bible)
“This will be a time of unparalleled desperation, as people reach for their guns and find out they
do not work against these monsters, for the most part.
“Beloved, these are some of the things you must leave behind for your children to use when the
time comes. Those who embrace Me, in spirit and in truth, will be given this power over the
demon aliens. And as I have told you before, there is no such thing as a good alien. They are all
demons disguised in various roles, to trick people into trusting them.
"You cannot trust them. Even the softest speaking and gentle ones are raging monsters on the
inside, which will devour you at their earliest convenience. They will only remain friendly to draw
others into their net, then, when you go missing, they will make up some story that you left to go
on an errand, but those who ask will become their next meal.
"Do not, under any circumstances, receive these demon aliens into your homes or associate with
them in any way other than to invoke My name and send them running. The groundwork has been
laid in this world for the present generations to be atheists, so of course they will not embrace Me
or use the power of My name until they have realized, Who I am and received Me as their Savior.
So, I am telling you this now to prepare others."
(Clare) Lord, is there anything else that You wanted to share with us?
(Jesus) "Just that I love each and every one of you dearly, and am grateful for those who are
willing to stay behind. I will be with them in a marvelous way, and things will be done on a more
supernatural scale than the way you are used to operating now. I will in no way leave you without
recourse in every situation.

"But your days must be filled with prayer and listening. This is a skill I will help them develop. It
entails shutting down the internal dialogue and reaching out to My Presence, which is always with
you.
"There will be many clever people doing many seemingly clever things, but just remember, the
foolishness of God is more powerful than the reasoning of the intelligent and the power of the
mighty. When you pray and I direct you to do something that makes no sense whatsoever, do it
anyway. It will be your obedience that continually delivers you from the clutches of the enemy."

